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About This Game

Clash of Magic is a VR tower rush game for true RTS fans from the eSports community because it offers a deep and complex
strategic experience. The game requires planning a 5d3b920ae0
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clash of magic vr. clash of magic vr

Super good game, reminds me of clash royale, and those old sc2 and wc3 mods. Fairly balanced with units doing their intended
role well while also looking crisp.. everytime i put the game on i cant actually play it does not let me pick my spells or enter a
campaign please fix it or make a reset option. On a fresh install it's as if I'm loaded into someone else's saved game. Most spells
are unlocked and the campaign is finished. Funny thing is though, nothing responds to any kind of interaction. Spells won't
acknowledge a selection, campaign levels won't acknowledge, same as just about everything else on the table in front of you.
The only thing I was able to do in this game was spectate a match in multiplayer observer mode. Reinstalled 3 times with the
same result each time. Refund is pending. Unless they fix this, I do not recommend this game.. On a fresh install it's as if I'm
loaded into someone else's saved game. Most spells are unlocked and the campaign is finished. Funny thing is though, nothing
responds to any kind of interaction. Spells won't acknowledge a selection, campaign levels won't acknowledge, same as just
about everything else on the table in front of you. The only thing I was able to do in this game was spectate a match in
multiplayer observer mode. Reinstalled 3 times with the same result each time. Refund is pending. Unless they fix this, I do not
recommend this game.. everytime i put the game on i cant actually play it does not let me pick my spells or enter a campaign
please fix it or make a reset option
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